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Why We Wrote the Book



Book Highlights 



[I go about this by] [g]enerating activities throughout the semester to find 
out more about my student audience: their career interests, their 

misconceptions about different topics, how their cultural, geographic and 
generational experiences inform their own interests, perceptions of future 

career goals, and self-evaluation.

—Full professor, doctorate-granting university, Biology



A Few Mindsets of 
Inclusive 
Instructors

● They know that understanding 
who their students are is 
critical to advancing learning 

● They consider student 
diversity an asset and not a 
deficit

● They take ownership over 
fostering an inclusive learning 
environment 



I have rewritten my syllabus to be more inclusive including...a section 
on how to get help, a section on what office hours mean and in general 

have demystified many aspects of the syllabus. 

– Associate professor, doctorate-granting university, Biology



How They Design 
an Inclusive Course

● Demonstrate belonging in 
the field

● Encourage equitable 
participation in the learning 
process

● Promote conditions for 
every student to succeed



My examples all refer to online teaching: Provide a welcome statement 
with a positive tone, Provide many resources for students who may 

have technical difficulties, Welcome alternate views in the online 
discussions, Course ground rules for discussions (safe environment)    

- Adjunct professor, doctorate-granting university, Psychology



How They Facilitate 
an Inclusive 
Learning 
Environment

● Before the course starts, they set 
a positive and welcoming tone

● At the beginning of the course, 
they build the classroom 
community and maintain the 
welcoming environment

● They know it is never too late to 
create a welcoming classroom 
environment, even on the last day 
of class



Inclusive teaching is creating a welcoming classroom environment for 
ALL students, having high expectation with support for students who 

need it to be successful, differentiating content presentation [and] 
learning activities[,...] and options for demonstrating mastery. 

– Adjunct Instructor, master’s college or university, Psychology



The Inclusive 
Teaching Strategies 
They Implement

● They engage with students 
in an inclusive manner

● They utilize intentionally 
inclusive pedagogies

● They assess inclusively



Q&A
We invite your questions!



Thank you for joining us!


